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1

 

 

 

Birmingham Licensing Committee 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Witness Statement 

 

1. I, Abdool Rohomon BEM am providing this statement as a witness in the summary 

licensing review, instigated by West Midlands Police against Velvet Music Rooms. 

 

2. I am Abdool Rohomon BEM. I retired from West Midlands Police in Sept 2021 having 

completed 30 years’ service with the force as a Police Officer. 

 

3. I completed all my service in Birmingham City Centre. For the last 20 years of my 

service I was a licensing and planning officer for West Midlands Police in 

Birmingham. 

 

4. I was seen as one of the force specialists in licensing and event planning matters. I 

advised other licensing units within the force, legal services, and senior officers, on 

licensing cases, problematic premises, and licensing processes. I also trained officers 

within the force, in licensing matters. 

 

5. I have been involved in many licensing cases, from normal review proceedings, 

expedited reviews and closure orders. I dealt with many of the most high profile 

reviews and licensing proceedings undertaken by West Midlands Police. 

 

6. I also sat on national licensing groups and was the vice chair of the National Police 

Chiefs (NPCC) sub licensing group. I sat on this group for approximately 10 years with 

the last two as vice chair. 

 

7. I have received many accolades during my service, from commendations from local 

commanders, Assistant Chief Constables, district judge commendation. In 2019 I was 

honoured by Her Majesty the Queen in the New Year’s Honour’s list, receiving a 

British Empire Medal (BEM) for services for Police and Licensing. As a Police 

Constable this is a rare accolade to get at that rank. 

 

8. I have qualifications in inspecting licensed premises, IOSH risk assessment and 

management, foundation in crowd science and level 5 crowd safety. 

 

9. Since my retirement I have set up my own company, as a consultant, with expert 

knowledge in licensing, event planning, risk management and event management. I 
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advise and work for organisations needing licensing assistance, crowd movement, 

risk assessments and event manuals. The organisations I work for are both big and 

small. 

 

10. My standards have remained the same as they were when I worked for West 

Midlands Police, which is a quality my clients appreciate. 

 

11. I have been asked to examine and investigate the normal day to day usage of Velvet 

Rooms, Broad Street, and whether there is any clear distinction between the day to 

day operation and those events organised by third parties, where they effectively 

hire the premises. 

 

12. I have also been asked to comment on the conditions imposed at the request of 

West Midlands Police and whether there are any other conditions that would be 

more proportionate/reasonable to address the issue. 

 

13. The reason I have been asked to look at this is in response to the interim steps 

imposed by Birmingham Licence sub-committee C on the 7th June 2023. 

 

14. The conditions imposed upon the recommendations from West Midlands Police 

require additional control measures to be deployed from Thursday to Sunday from 

2100 hours or any evenings where a promoted event takes place from 2100. 

 

15. I wish to make it clear that I know the premises well and was their licensing officer 

during my tenure in West Midlands Police. My professional relationship was and is 

based on being firm but fair, and I was not afraid to act against them if needed. The 

current management team are the same today as they were in 2012. 

 

16. This is shown by the fact that in Feb 2012, following an incident at the premises I was 

the lead officer in review proceedings against the premises. After thorough 

investigation and looking at the issues that had led to the incident, it resulted in one 

condition being imposed on the licence. 

 

17. After that incident in 2012, I felt the premises learnt a great deal, and together we 

developed the policies and procedures that I am told they still operate today. 

 

18. It is important to understand the relevance of the Section 182 guidance says in 

determining review proceedings. Paragraph 11.20 is of particular significance and 

was the approach taken in 2012. 

 

19. In that instance we determined through the investigation that the back door was 

breached, with no alarm facility which had then led to the disorder. Staff and 

security were unaware the door had been breached until it was too late. 

 

20. For clarity ‘ Section 11.20: in deciding which of these powers to invoke, it is 

expected that licensing authorities should so far as possible seek to establish the 

cause or causes of the concerns that the representations identify. The remedial 
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action should generally be directed at these causes and should always be no more 

than an appropriate and proportionate response to address the concerns that 

instigated the review’. 

 

21. I met with the management team from Velvet Rooms on the 19th June 2023, at the 

location. I am aware of the background and reason why the summary review process 

was instigated.  

 

22. My statement does not concern the serious incident. There is concern from the 

premises and their solicitor that the conditions imposed during the interim steps 

meeting do not acknowledge the normal operation of the premises and that the 

event which led to the incident was a third-party event not organised by the 

premises. 

 

23. As I left WMP in 2021 I am not aware of the how Velvet Rooms now operates and 

how that compares to how it operated when I was their licensing officer. 

 

24. Before I examined the CCTV, I asked how the premises now operated and what they 

did on a weekly basis. 

 

25. I was informed that after the pandemic, like many licensed premises they saw a 

boom for 2 to 3 months both as a nightclub and a bar. 

 

26. I should say that Velvet Rooms is made up of two floors in the same building, and 

they are licensed separately. Upstairs is Sugar Suite which I know as the nightclub 

section of the premises and downstairs is Velvet Rooms which is I know as the bar 

section. 

 

27. After the boom, the nightclub side (Sugar Suite) of the business has diminished, it is 

rarely used a s a nightclub and now more as overspill for when they have sporting 

events on, or classes. 

 

28. There is no student night at the premises, this stopped pre-covid. This was not due 

to any incident or intervention but more that they were not financially successful. 

 

29. I was informed that they now operate as follows - 

 

Monday – open 2pm, close between 11-12pm. They show sport, whether this 

as any major sporting event of any form of sport on the TV. They serve food 

and have a seated clientele, that as a holding figure number a handful at any 

one time. (Holding means the maximum they would have in at any one time, 

and not the in and out through the day) 

 

Tuesday – open 2pm, close between 11-12pm. They have live music on from 

6pm. This is a blues/jazz band, which has been going for a year. The audience 

demographic is very much the older generation, that are seated and eat. On a 

normal day they have between 30-50 people. I was informed that when the 
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band finished there is a normal 50% egress from the premises, and then a 

small trickle before they close. 

 

Wednesday – open 2pm, close between 11-12pm. General bar operation, 

which is food lead. Holding clientele would number no more than 40 at any 

one time. Music is from a pre-programmed “Spotify” play list. 

 

Thursday – open 2pm closes between 11-12pm. General bar operation 

through the day but have Salsa classes (dancing and teaching) from 7pm-

9pm. This has been running for 2 years. Attracts between 50-60 people, aged 

20-50. If there is a major sporting event on, the Salsa event is put on in Sugar 

Suite. 

 

Friday – open at 12 midday, close between 1am-2am. General bar operation 

during the day, with Live music band on from 7pm-10pm. The music genre is 

described as middle of the road rock, tribute bands. They use the same 

booking agent as for Tuesdays. After the band a DJ plays (50% of the month 

and then it’s a pre-programmed paly list), with the music being played that 

compliments what the bands have played. So, there is no change in music 

genre, which would draw in a different audience. The age demographic was 

40+, with eating as a large element of the night. 50% leave after the band had 

finished. Two door staff are employed from 9pm 

 

Saturday – open at 12 midday and close by 3am. General bar activity through 

the day, with a heavy take up of food, with sport being shown. Do attract Hen 

parties but they have changed and a more activity based (painting, cocktail 

masterclasses, dance classes etc). Up to 7pm have a holding audience 

numbering between 80-100. From 11pm party music is played and then from 

1am, music changes to RnB, Dancehall style. Only resident DJ’s play. This is 

the one day they get a slightly younger crowd aged between 25-55. They 

have between 5-7 door staff on, staggered from 7.30pm. 

 

Sunday – open at 11am and close by 12 midnight. Food and sport through 

the day, with a live band from 6.30pm. The band are booked through the 

same agent as the other nights and is Rock/Indi in music genre. It has been 

going for about 12 months. It holds between 60-70 people with an age range 

of 40-70 years. After the band finishes a play list is put on that compliment 

what the band where playing. 90% of the crowd are seated and the rest 

dance. 

 

30. This synopsis was provided by the venue management, they also informed me that 

they have a contractual agreement with an adjacent hotel to provided Diner for their 

guests, and that food is served until 10pm all week. 

 

31. They are also the Head Quarters for the Birmingham Jazz festival and have been for 

the last 3 years. All the bands associated with the festival play and eat at the venue. 
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32. I also noticed when inspecting the premises that they were selling art, which was 

being displayed on several walls. 

 

33. My initial assessment before I watched the CCTV was that the usage of the premises 

had changed significantly from my previous interaction as their licensing officer. 

 

34. I had asked the premises to keep and store the CCTV for the month before the event 

on the 5th June 23. The reason was so I could look at the CCTV before the incident, 

and not after it. This was to negate any argument that the premises had changed 

operational styles after the event. 

 

35. I then looked at CCTV for days, dates and times as detailed below (for ease of 

reading I have put them into a grid format) 

 

Day Date Time Observations Notes 

Sun/Mon 28/5/23 12 midnight – 

12.15 

30 people in, 

mixed groups 

(ages in clear). 

Max 10 more 

arrive in time 

frame 

Bank holiday 

weekend 

Sun/Mon 8th May 23 12 midnight – 

12.15 

40+ people, 

mixed 

demographic, 

mixed 

ethnicities. 25-

40 years age 

range 

Bank holiday 

weekend 

 

Tuesday 2/5/23 9pm 60-70 people 

inside, clearly 

older 

generation, 

look and hair 

and 

demeanour 

Informed this 

was a good 

turn out 

Tuesday  9/5/23 9pm Carbon copy of 

2/5/23 

 

Wednesday 3/5/23 9pm Small number 

inside 

(handful) 

 

Wednesday  10/5/23 9pm Same as 

3/5/23 

 

Thursday 4/5/23 9pm Couple of 

people inside. 

Wide age 

range – 40-70 
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Thursday 11/5/23 9pm 40/50 people 

inside 

Salsa class 

was 

downstairs 

with an event 

from Bham 

uni upstairs in 

Sugar Suite. 

Thursday  18/5/23 9pm 20 downstairs 

and 40 

upstairs. Young 

and middle age 

couples, with 

even 

male/female 

split 

Salsa class 

was upstairs. 

Thursday 25/5/23 9pm Carbon copy of 

the week 

before 

 

Friday 5/5/23 9pm 10 people if 

that inside 

 

Friday  12/5/23 9pm 60+ inside, 

seated. Age 

range 30-70. 

Same style as 

Tuesdays 

New live 

music night 

started to try 

and create a 

Friday event 

Friday  19/5/23 9pm Less than half 

than the week 

before, same 

age 

demographic 

 

Friday  26/5/23 9pm Same as 

12/5/23 in 

terms of 

numbers and 

demographic. 

 

Saturday  6/5/23 9pm Approx 30 

inside. Mainly 

males (Stag 

party), agaed 

30/40 

 

  10pm Approx. 15 

inside 

Informed this 

is normal 

Saturday 13/5 9pm Approx 30-40 

inside, mixed 

ethnicity and 
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ages from 25-

40 

  10pm Reduced again, 

about half 

inside. 

 

  11.30pm 60/70 inside. 

Mixed ethnicity 

with ages 

ranging from 

30-50 years 

 

Saturday 20/5/23 9pm Same as 

previous 

Saturdays at 

this time 

 

  10pm Reduced to 

about half the 

numbers at 

9pm 

 

  11.30pm 50/60 inside. 

Mixed ethnicity 

with ages 

ranging from 

30-50 years 

 

Saturday 27/5/23 9pm Same as 

previous week 

 

  10pm Reduced by 

half at least 

 

  11.30  80+ inside. 

Mixed ethnicity 

with ages 

ranging from 

30-50 years 

Bank holiday 

weekend 

Sunday  7/5/23 9pm 50/60 inside, 

noticeable 

older crowd 

(40-70 years) 

Band just 

finished 

  10pm 25 inside, same 

older 

demographic 

as 9pm 

 

Sunday 14/5/23 9pm 20+, older 

demographic 

as previous 

Sunday 

 

  10pm 5 inside  
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Sunday 21/5/23 9pm 10 inside, very 

noticeable that 

same 

demographic 

as previous 

Sundays. 

 

  10pm Same as 9pm  

Sunday 28/5/23 9pm 50/60 people 

inside, older 

demographic 

as detailed in 

previous 

Sundays 

 

  10pm Slightly busier 

than at 9pm, 

and slightly 

younger 

demographic 

Bank holiday 

weekend. 

(first CCTV 

entry was for 

same 

day/date and 

shows 

reduction by 

midnight). 

36. What was noticeable and what I commented to the management team, was that on 

certain days, it was almost impossible to distinguish what week it was as they all the 

time and days week after week had the same demographic and audience type in. 

The only way to distinguish was the time stamp of the CCTV fame. 

 

37. I examined CCTV from the bar (side angle) front door, pool table and dance floor. 

 

38. I am aware that the incident leading to the review happened through the trading 

period of the 4th June into the 5th June 23. This would have been the Sunday trade 

period. I asked and viewed CCTV on the following times. 

 

Sunday 4/6/23 9pm 6 people 

inside, same 

demograhic as 

previous 

Sunday at this 

time 

 

  10pm Nobody inside  

  11.30pm At least 250 

inside, mostly 

from same 

ethnicity group 

with a good 

mixture of 

EVENT DAY 
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male/female 

ratio. 

 

39. For clarity I then asked to see the previous four weeks  for the Sunday at the same 

time as 11.30pm. This was done to see if what I had seen at 11.30pm on the 4/6/23 

was normal or not. 

 

40. I observed the following - 

 

 

Sunday 28/5/23 11.30pm 15 people 

inside mixed 

ethnicity with 

even split 

(male/female) 

 

Sunday 21/5/23 11.30pm 4 people inside  

Sunday  14/5/23 11.30pm 4 people 

inside, looked 

older 

 

Sunday 7/5/23 11.30pm 25 inside, some 

appeared 

young (25+) of 

mixed ethnicity 

 

 

41. The CCTV viewing was very significant in my professional opinion. Taking the weekly 

run down (Monday to Sunday), there was a clear pattern repeated weekly in the 4-

week period I viewed footage for. There were small differences in numbers, but this 

was minimal. This shows a clear pattern of operation. I also note that I viewed the 

CCTV from dates before the incident on the 4th/5th of June, to see what the premises 

was normally like. 

 

42. One of the most significant differences was the CCTV footage for 11.30pm on the 4th 

June, compared to the same time for the 4 weeks previous. In my professional 

experience there is no comparison between the footage and the demographic of the 

audience type shown on the 4th, to the footage seen for the previous 4 weeks. 

 

43. I did ask if West Midlands Police had asked to see the footage, considering the 

conditions requested implied that the style of operation for Thursday to Sunday 

from 2100 hours was the same as that of the 4th June. 

 

44. I was informed they hadn’t, which was surprising considering the assertion made by 

the conditions. 

 

45. I am aware that the Police will be invited to view the footage, as the difference in 

operation is so significant and clearly distinctive. 
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46. I have requested the footage and still images be downloaded to show the committee 

and that the playlists for the relevant routine operation days be played, against the 

music played for the private event on the 4th June. 

 

47. This I believe will assist in showing the significant difference in what is normal 

operation to that of the third-party event. 

 

48. I will now comment on the conditions imposed at the interim steps meeting at the 

request of the Police. 

 

49. I am minded by the relevant sections in the Sec182 guidance, both in terms of, 

determining applications (Section 9) and conditions imposed (Section 10). 

 

 

50. For clarity they are – 

 

a. Section 9.12 “…..it remains incumbent on all responsible authorities to 

ensure that their representations can withstand the scrutiny to which they 

would be subject at a hearing” 

b. Section 10.2 “…… The courts have made clear that it is particularly important 

that conditions which are imprecise or difficult for a licence holder to observe 

should be avoided.” 

c. Section 10.10 “….The 2003 Act requires that the licensing conditions should 

be tailored to the size, type, location and characteristics and activities taking 

place at the premise concerned. Conditions should be determined on case by 

case basis and standardised conditions should not be used to implement a 

general policy in a given area such as CCTV, polycarbonate drinking vessels or 

identity scanners where they would not be appropriate to the specific 

premises……” 

 

51. Velvet Rooms operates under licence number 3282, and there are several conditions 

on the operating schedule already. I do note that some of the conditions imposed at 

the request of West Midlands Police are already conditions on the current premises 

licence. 

 

52. From what I am told by speaking to the management team and solicitor and from 

looking at the decision notice, there is no evidence to say that the day-to-day 

operation of the premises has caused any concern. 

 

53. The premises are not under any action plans or have been. Indeed, up to 2 years ago 

I was their licensing officer so can state that up to that time they had not been on 

any action plan since the incident in 2012. 

 

54. No one at the premises is denying what happened on the 5th June 23 and the serious 

consequences it has caused, and that conditions specifically relating to that type of 

scenario are both relevant and proportionate. 
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55. In my professional opinion what shouldn’t take place is for conditions to be imposed 

that generically impact the way the premises operates without substantial evidence 

to support the implementation of such conditions.  

 

56. My professional opinion is determined with the Sec 182 guidance in mind, which 

backs up my assertions. I have detailed those as above. 

 

57. There are conditions that can be imposed that would specifically deal with the issue 

at hand, and I propose the following -  

 

a. Where the venue, is wholly or partly hired by a third party for an event for 

which the premises licence holder is not involved (marketing, promotion, 

ticket sales), the premises licence holder will conduct a full written risk 

assessment. 

 

b. The requirement for a risk assessment is per event, regardless of whether 

the third party has used the venue in the past. 

 

c. That risk assessment will contain as a minimum: 

i.  management structure for event and who has authority to act 

ii. Security deployment, numbers and dot plan 

iii. Additional security measures (barriers, dogs etc) based on the risk of 

the event. 

iv. Last entry 

v. Ingress and egress plans 

vi. Past history 

vii. Is the event part of a series of events, in different days and/or 

locations. 

viii. If so contact and learning from those locations to be detailed. 

 

d. Notwithstanding any additional control measures identified in the risk 

assessment the premises will : 

i. Require ALL customers to provide identification sufficient for the use 

in an ID Scanner. All ID is to be scanned, and to be under CCTV 

coverage to prove all customers have provided ID. 

ii. IDScanner will be operational for all the ingress hours identified in 

the risk assessment. 

iii. All customers/artists/DJ’s and entourage to enter the premises 

through a knife arch, and then the use of knife wands. Search area 

to be under the coverage of CCTV. 

iv. Any refusal to either IDScanner or search will be treated as refusal, 

and parties will be refused entry into the premises. 

v. All refusals will be recorded in the incident book, with descriptions of 

persons involved. 

vi. A minimum of 50% of door staff will have bodycams. Footage will be 

kept for a minimum of 31 days, and provided to responsible 

authorities in accordance the data protection legislation. 
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e. The risk assessment to be sent to West Midlands Police Licensing (address 

as per licensing policy), a minimum of 28 days before the event. 

 

f. The risk assessment will become the operational procedure for the event, 

and is to be treated as a condition of licence. A copy will be available for 

inspection at any time of the event by any responsible authority. 

 

g. West Midlands Police retain the power of veto of any such third party 

event, such power to be exercised by an officer of at least the rank of 

inspector and reasons sent to the premises licence holder (by email). 

 

h. Prior to the start of the event, all staff will be given a briefing (to be 

recorded), indicating the nature of the event, risks and control measures 

and confirmation that all staff have been trained in the relevant 

procedures. 

 

i. Premises to have an incident book where all incidents irrelevant if the 

emergency services are called are recorded. All incidents to be signed off by 

either the premise licence holder or DPS, and any actions recorded against 

the incident. 

 

j. Premises to train all operational staff in crime scene management, training 

to be recorded against individual staff members. 

 

 

58. In my professional opinion the above proposed conditions are more appropriate and 

proportionate and relevant to deal with the issues that arose from the event on the 

4th/5th of June 23. 

 

59. The interim steps conditions requested by West Midlands Police, in my professional 

opinion do not address the finer details of the event that led to the review 

application. The impact of those conditions is disproportionate on the normal day to 

day activities of the premises. 

 

60. The premises welcomes the opportunity to strengthen their position, in imposing 

tighter controls for when and if the venue is ever hired by a third party. 

 

61. These proposed conditions are more focused and stricter where they need to be, 

without disproportionally affecting their day-to-day business. 

 

62. My concerns with the interim step conditions are as follows: 

 

a. Rather than seeking to address the issue of the third party promoter they 

impose a blanket approach. The event on the 5th June was not one that had 
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been on since the Thursday, so with proportionality in mind why are they 

needed for that duration? 

b. There is no evidence to indicate the day to day operation has caused any 

issues recently or ever since 2012, that may warrant such use of the 

conditions. 

c. The day to day operation is shown to be significantly different in style and 

operation to that of the event of the 5th June. 

d. The premises has contractual agreement with an adjacent hotel to provide 

food for the hotel guests until 10pm. If these conditions remain it would 

require all customers coming from the hotel to go through the ID Scanner 

for their dinner.  It would also mean the unproblematic Live Music events 

would require the same degree of scrutiny. 

 

63. I believe that the facts in this witness statement are true. 

 

 

Signed – A.Rohomon BEM 

 (electronically) 

 

Dated 20th June 2023 
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WestSide Business Improvement District 

 

In respect of the review of the licence of Velvet Music Rooms, Broad Street, Birmingham 

 

1               

Improvement District.   

2 The WestSide Business Improvement District was established by Parliament in 2005, at 

            

3             

         

4               

of all its business concerns within the geographic district who are its members.  

5 Membership of the WestSide Business Improvement District is compulsory for most 

              

6 We have approximately 400 members, they are given the opportunity to accept the 

              

is overseen by the City Council and the relevant Secretary of State. 

7 Accordingly the business make up of the WestSide Business Improvement District is very 

             

            

would be characterised as a diverse entertainment and hospitality area.   

8              

          

9                 

the area, brighter, cleaner and safer. 

10 In order to achieve this, in part, we provide teams of Pastoral, Hi Visibility and 

Environmental Wardens.   

11             
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12 Hi Visibility Wardens teams provide reassurance and assistance to visitors and our 

members. 

13          

Sabbath Bench clean and fresh, small cleaning jobs to assist our members premises.  

             

14 Our work as described above and so much more integrates us with members.  It is true to 

say we develop strong corporate bonds and friendships with them. 

15                  

    

16 Since their establishment they have had an exemplary record.  They are in my opinion a 

very responsible and model bar operator.    

17 In order to support our licensed premises the WestSide Business Improvement District 

              

for all licensed premises managers and door supervisors.  The Whats App allows them to 

share experiences.  The radio system is linked directly to the Police control room. 

18 Velvet are a strong and very responsible contributor to both systems.  Messages they post 

are always of the highest quality and can be counted and depended upon. 

19              

20 Velvet is a very discreet LGBT+ friendly bar.  Many of the LGBT+ community simply do not 

want to wear a big badge expressing their sexuality.  They don’t want to mix in the Gay 

Village or overt LGBT+ establishments.  This community therefore come along to Velvet 

and enjoy their own company in a convivial friendly unbadged environment. 

21                 

              

from within Velvet. 

22 The 39th          

       

23                 

24 The then Lord Mayor of Birmingham (Cllr Cornish), recently awarded a Walk of Star to 

legendary Birmingham Rocker Steve Gibbons at a major packed house event at Velvet.  

              

    

25              
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26 These events demonstrate how the venue management run a good house.  A house which 

in no way could be described as a danger to the public. 

27                

              

team, that is myself and our street warden team, has ever personally met or had any 

             

Street, in over eighteen years, of working in the entertainment area. I can only conclude 

               

           

           

    

28                

               

on Velvets licence are a cut and paste from a similar incident recently at another  

              

            

29 Indeed I believe his approach which lacks diligence has promoted him betraying the trust 

             

              

presented with the evidence, they would acknowledge immediately that Mark Swallow 

              

hammer to break a very small nut. 

30               

Birmingham to have been searched and ID recorded at the Walk of Stars event.  The Walk 

of Stars event was a Sunday evening event promoted by myself, it operated past 21.00, yet 

                   

31                

appropriately determined “risk events”, those that are provided by external promoters. 

               

36



described, “mature people out for an easy night out, nursing a pint whilst watching a local 

band”. 

32 In general, Sundays are those types of nights, elderly patrons and easy going evening.  To 

insist of searching and scanning such patrons would create confusion and turning away 

              

33 The majority of Velvets events are low risk and don’t need search and scan of patrons. 

34 If patrons of low risk events were searched and scanned many would be prevented from 

entry and that would drive patrons away. 

35 The cost of search and scanning patrons would add many hundreds of pounds to 

              

expenditure against what would be lower income on food and beverage. 

36            

37 However, for high risk events, Velvet would be happy to search and scan all patrons, as 

            

38 It is my view that Velvet have operated for almost two decades with a mixture of high and 

              

management, in all respects. 

39               

               

40            

the bar provides the very best in management to support a safe and easy going event.  

Indeed they management high risk events in the same manner. 

41               

42           
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Proposed conditions on behalf of the Premises Licence Holder 

a. Where the venue, is wholly or partly hired by a third party for an event for which the premises 

licence holder is not involved (marketing, promotion, ticket sales), the premises licence holder 

will conduct a full written risk assessment. 

 

b. The requirement for a risk assessment is per event, regardless of whether the third party has 

used the venue in the past. 

 

c. That risk assessment will contain as a minimum: 

 

i. management structure for event and who has authority to act 

 

ii. Security deployment, numbers and dot plan 

 

iii. Additional security measures (barriers, dogs etc) based on the risk of the event. 

 

iv.  Last entry 

 

v. Ingress and egress plans 

 

vi. Past history 

 

vii. Is the event part of a series of events, in different days and/or locations. 

 

viii. If so contact and learning from those locations to be detailed. 

 

d. Notwithstanding any additional control measures identified in the risk assessment the premises 

will : 

i. Require ALL customers to provide identification sufficient for the use in an ID 

Scanner. All ID is to be scanned, and to be under CCTV coverage to prove all 

customers have provided ID. 

 

ii. IDScanner will be operational for all the ingress hours identified in the risk 

assessment. 

 

iii. All customers/artists/DJ’s and entourage to enter the premises through a knife arch, 

and then the use of knife wands. Search area to be under the coverage of CCTV. 

 

iv. Any refusal to either IDScanner or search will be treated as refusal, and parties will 

be refused entry into the premises. 

 

v. All refusals will be recorded in the incident book, with descriptions of persons 

involved. 
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vi. A minimum of 50% of door staff will have bodycams. Footage will be kept for a 

minimum of 31 days, and provided to responsible authorities in accordance the data 

protection legislation. 

e. The risk assessment to be sent to West Midlands Police Licensing (address as per licensing 

policy), a minimum of 28 days before the event. 

 

f. The risk assessment will become the operational procedure for the event, and is to be treated as 

a condition of licence. A copy will be available for inspection at any time of the event by any 

responsible authority. 

 

g. West Midlands Police retain the power of veto of any such third party event, such power to be 

exercised by an officer of at least the rank of inspector and reasons sent to the premises licence 

holder (by email). 

 

h. Prior to the start of the event, all staff will be given a briefing (to be recorded), indicating the 

nature of the event, risks and control measures and confirmation that all staff have been trained 

in the relevant procedures. 

 

i. Premises to have an incident book where all incidents irrelevant if the emergency services are 

called are recorded. All incidents to be signed off by either the premise licence holder or DPS, 

and any actions recorded against the incident. 

 

j. Premises to train all operational staff in crime scene management, training to be recorded 

against individual staff members. 
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Standard weekly entertainment at Velvet Music Rooms 
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Allphotosareforillustrativepurposesonly.Allweightsofourmeatareapproximateuncooked.Pleasenotethatalthoughwetakeextracaretoremovebonesfromourmeatandfishproducts,smallbonesmaystillremain.Ourfoodispreparedinakitchenwhereallergensarepresentsandcanincludesomeorallofthefollowing:Celery-including

anyfoundinstockcubesandsoup.Cerealscontaininggluten-includingspelt,wheat,rye,barleycrustaceans-egcrabs,lobster,prawnsandshrimppaste.Eggs-includingfoodglazedwithegg.Fishlupin-canbefoundinsometypesofbread,pastries,pastamilkmolluscs-mussels,landsnails,squid,alsofoundinoystersaucemustard.Nuts-for

examplealmonds,hazelnuts,walnuts,macadamiapeanuts-alsofoundingroundnutoil.Sesameseeds-foundinsomebread,houmous,tahini.Soya-foundinbeancurd,edamamebeans,tofusulphurdioxide-usedasapreservativeindriedfruit,meatproducts,softdrinks,vegetables,alcohol.

PRIVATE PARTIES - CORPORATE - CHRISTMAS

ReservationsPleaseemailbookings@velvetmusicrooms.co.uk

VELVETMUSIC ROOMS|200BROADSTREET| B IRMINGHAM| B 151SU

Fortablebookingspleasephone01212480500oremailsales@velvetmusicrooms.co.uk

Forfurtherinformationaboutusvisitourwebsitewww.velvetmusicrooms.co.ukfifi

S T A R T E R S   &   S N A C K S 

BREADEDGARL ICMUSHROOMS 5.00


CLASSIC NACHOBOWL 7.25



CHILLI BEEFNACHOS 8 .55



THA IPRAWNS 7.25



HALLOUMIFRIES 5 .70


CHICKEN WINGS10 Wings 8.95 | 20 Wings 14.95




BONELESSCHICKEN WINGS10 Wings 9.95 | 20 Wings 15.95



ADDTHESE !




S T E A K   &   G R I L L




8o zo z RUMPSTEAK 13 . 75


8o zo z S IRLOINSTEAK 15 .95



MIXEDGRILL 17.25




1010o zo z GAMMONSTEAK 11 .95


THE SOAK 10.35




HUNTER’SCHICKEN 10.95




THURSDAYGRILLCLUB
FREE* drink with all meals from The Grill section

*Carling / Strongbow | 175ml Wine| Madri & Inch’s / Draught Soft Drink |J20’s

OUR   F AV O U R I T E S

STEAK&GUINNESSP IE 1 1 .50




THAI GREENCHICKENCURRY 9.95



SIZZLINGFAJ ITAS CHICKEN11 .25| BEEF12 .45




HOMEMADEREDWINELASAGNE 10.50
Add Garlic Bread for 1.25 

FISH&CH IPS 12.50



CLASS IC HOTDOG 8 .95


THE HOT! HOTDOG 10.50



CAJUNORJERKCHICKEN BREAST 9.45


HOMEMADESPAGHETTI BOLOGNESE 9.95


TAGLIATELLECARBONARA  9.95



CHICKEN& MUSHROOMPIE 10.55




B A R   S N A C K S   3   F O R   £ 1 5 *  O R   £ 6   E A C H

BONELESSCHICKENWINGS




TACOFRIES





BEERBATTEREDCODGOUJONS


FILLEDYORKIES



CHINESE CHILL I BEEF



CALAMARISTRIPS


GRILLEDFLATBREAD&HUMMUS


CHICKENSATAYSKEWERS



HALLOUMI FRIES 


BANGIN ’FRIES



BREADEDGARLICMUSHROOMS


V E G E TA R I A N   &   V E G A N

BARSNACKS£6EACHOR3 FOR£15

TACOFRIES  5 .00



GRILLEDFLATBREAD&HUMMUS 5 .00


HALLOUMIFRIES 5 .00


BANGIN ’FRIES 5 .00


BREADEDGARLICMUSHROOMS 5.00


GRILLEDCHEESETRIPLEDECKER 5 . 75


Add Chips for 1.50

SIZZLINGQUORNFAJITAS 9.15



VEGANSPAGHETT IBOLOGNESE 9.15


THE BIGNYCHEESEBURGERVEGANSTYLE 10 .25





VEGETABLELASAGNE 9.15
Add 2 slices of garlic bread for 1.25 

THE HEARTYVEGGIEBREKKIE  9.25




VEGETARIANPIE  9.15

GRILLEDGOAT ’SCHEESE& BALSAMICSALAD 8 .25


VEGAN& CHOCOLATECOCONUTTART 5 .70



B U R G E R S




THECLASS IC 7.95




THECAJUN 9.95



JERKCH ICKEN 9.95


THETOWERINGINFERNO 12 .95




BEEFBRISKET 13 . 75




THE PULLEDPORK 10.65



THE FAT FACE 13 .95




ADDEXTRAS



UPGRADEYOURCHIPS




DOUBLE YOUR
BURGERFOR1 .95





CH I L D R E N S   S E T   M E NU   5 . 6 5

pmpmpmpm

MA I N S 

SAUSAGES



CHICKENNUGGETS



FISHGOUJONS



SPAGHETT I BOLOGNESE



CHILDS IZE BURGER



P U D D I N G 

D R I N K S 

P U DD I N G S 

E N J O Y   2   P U D D I N G S   F O R   8 . 5 0

STICKYTOFFEE PUDDING 4.95



CHOCOLATE FUDGECAKE  4.95



WHITE CHOCOLATE & 4.95
RASPBERRYBRÛLÉE CHEESECAKE



STRAWBERRYETONMESS SUNDAE 5.45



VEGAN&CHOCOLATECOCONUTTART 5 . 70



THE BIGAPPLEP IE 5.45



ELV ISMESS 5.45



CHOCOLATE CHURROS 5.45


S I D E S 

BEERBATTERED 2 .65
ONIONRINGS

CHIPS  2 .95

FRIES  2 .95

CAJUNSP ICED CHIPS  2 .95

SWEET POTATOFRIES  3 .65

CURRYSAUCE  1 .50

PINKSLAW 1 .50

TOASTEDGARLICBREAD 3 .00

TOASTEDGARLICBREAD 3 .50
WITHCHEESE

S A L A D S   &   S A N DW I CH E S



TRIPLE DECKERTUNAMELT 6 .75



TRIPLE DECKERCODGOUJON 7.30



CLUBSANDWICH 7.50




CAJUNORJERKSTUFFEDP ITTA 7.50



GRILLEDCHEESE TRIPLE DECKER 5 .75


MEXICANCHICKENWRAP 6 .95



TOASTEDBBQWRAP 6 .95


CHICKENCAESARSALAD 8 .60


Add Garlic Bread for 1.25 

GRILLEDGOAT’SCHEESE&BALSAMICSALAD 8.25


ADDCHIPS
1.50

4545
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